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Nomenclature
BEDT-TTF

Bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene

BF4

Tetrafluoroborate

CA

p-chloranil

CDW

Charge-Density-Wave

EL

Electro Luminescence

FET

Field Effect Transistor

MPMS

Magnetic Property Measurement System

NDR

Negative Differential Resistance

PPMS

Physical Properties Measurement System

PF6

Hexafluorophosphate

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscope

TBA

Tetrabutylammonium

TCE

1,1,2-Trichloroethane

TCNQ

7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethane

TMTSF

Tetramethyltetraselenafulvalence

TTF

Tetrathiafulvalene
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Chapter 1
General Introduction

1-1. Organic electronics
Most organic materials are insulators, and in the first half of the 20th century, the
application of organic materials to electronics was focused on their insulating and
dielectric functions. However, following the discovery of high conductivity in the
bromine charge transfer complex of perylene by Akamatsu et al. in 1954,1 research on
organic conductors began in earnest. So far, various ion-radical salts, which are
combinations of π-conjugated molecules and inorganic ions, and charge-transfer
complexes, 2-4 which are combinations of donor molecules and acceptor molecules, have
been synthesized. TCNQ (7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethane), an excellent acceptor
molecule, was synthesized in 1960, 5 and TTF (tetrathiafulvalene), an excellent donor
molecule, was synthesized in 1970.6 Then, in 1973, TTF-TCNQ, a charge transfer
complex between TTF and TCNQ, was synthesized as the first synthetic organic metal
exhibiting metallic conductivity,7 In 1977, Shirakawa et al. discovered a conductive
polymer called iodine-doped polyacetylene.8 After these pioneering researches, various
TTF analogs were synthesized and their ion-radical salts were prepared through an
electrochemical oxidation method to form conductive organic crystals, and in 1980,
(TMTSF)2PF6 was added as an organic superconductor. 9-10

5

Perylene

polyacetylene

TTF

TCNQ

In order to realize an organic conductor, it is necessary to introduce free electrons into
the organic molecule by partial oxidation or charge transfer, and to form a conduction
path for electron movement between adjacent molecules in the crystal. TTF-TCNQ has a
segregate-type stacking structure: one-dimensional conduction paths are formed in both
the donor column and acceptor column (Figure 1-1). However, due to its onedimensionality, a phase transition from metallic phase to insulator, known as a Peierls
transition, occurs at low temperatures. Although this low dimensionality of an organic
conductor also attracted much attention in the field of solid-state physics, the focus next
shifted to increasing the dimensionality in order to further improve the stable conductivity.
In the case of (TMTSF)2PF6, one-dimensional phase-transition from metallic phase to
insulator also commences at low temperatures, but the introduction of selenium instead
of sulfur in the TTF skeleton results in easier electron transfer between adjacent
conduction columns and thereby increases the dimensionality of the conduction paths. As
6

a result, the crystal obtains a two-dimensional conduction path, and becomes a pseudoone-dimensional ORGANIC SUPERCONDUCTOR under application of high pressure.
BEDT-TTF with a sulfur-containing ring added to the outside of TTF was synthesized to
afford two-dimensional conduction paths more easily, and in fact various twodimensional organic superconductors were developed by this approach using BEDTTTF11-12 (Figure 1-1). Even three-dimensional molecular superconductors using
fullerenes could be synthesized in this manner,13

TMTSF

BEDT-TTF

fullerene

Using this approach, semiconductors, synthetic metals, and even superconductors
have been realized in organic materials. Based on these pioneering works on organic
conductors, organic electronics using organic semiconductors as the elements, such as
organic electroluminescent displays (Figure 1-2), organic solar cells, and organic
transistors, have been actively investigated14-18 in recent years. Compared to inorganic
materials, organic materials are lighter and more flexible, and these characteristics allow
for flexible devices. In addition, since the organic materials can be formed at relatively

7

low temperature and processed in solution, large area devices can be formed using
printing technology. There are numerous other advantages to the organic materials, such
as the high degree of freedom in material design based on organic synthesis technology,
lower cost compared to metals, and low risk of depletion. However, the operation
principles of these materials are basically identical to those of inorganic semiconductors.
For further development of organic electronics, some new approaches are expected based
on new operating mechanisms that are permitted by the specialized organic materials but
could not be easily realized with inorganic materials.

8

Figure 1-1. Current path and dimensionality of organic conductors.

Figure 1-2. Foldable organic electroluminescent display (SHARP).
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1-2. Phase transition of organic crystals
One of the special properties of organic conductors is their low dimensionality.
Organic conductors can exhibit high conductivity through the formation of stacking
structures by overlapping π-conjugated systems and the interaction between heteroatoms.
However, if those interactions only work in a specific direction, they afford onedimensional crystal structures. In fact, metal/insulator phase transitions and the formation
of charge density waves are often observed in organic conductors due to such low
dimensionality. As examples of metal-insulator transitions, the Peierls transition is caused
by the energy-gap formation in the transition band structure due to the instability of the
Fermi surface of a one-dimensional electronic structure, and the Mott transition19-20 is
caused by electron localization through the Coulomb correlation of electrons between the
adjacent molecules. Neutral-ionic transition21 and the spin-Peierls transition22 are also
often observed. In recent years, research has been conducted on electronic devices that
control the phase transitions, such as transistors having high switching performance. Such
research has been particularly focused on organic materials that undergo metal-insulator
or other phase transitions due to their low-dimensional nature. For example, κ- (BEDTTTF)2Cu [N (CN)2] Br, which is a superconductor at 11.8 K, was utilized for a field-effect
transistor (FET) device (Figure 1-3), and a phase transition from the Mott insulator to
conductor with a huge increase (2 orders of magnitude, µ = 94 cm2 / Vs) of conductivity
was achieved by applying gate voltage23 (Figure 1-4).
As described in section 1-1, TTF-TCNQ, the first synthetic metal, also exhibits a
metal-insulator transition due to the Peierls transition. Although organic conductors have
a relationship with low dimensionality and the resulting phase transition from the time of
their generation, the development of organic electronic devices utilizing these
10

advantageous characteristics of the organic conductor materials has only just begun. For
the further development organic electronics utilizing such phase transitions, numerous
factors related to the preparation of materials and the control of their physical properties
must be addressed.

Figure 1-3. FET device structure and mechanism. By applying a voltage from the gate
electrode between the organic semiconductor and the insulating layer, the charge is biased to the
semiconductor layer and a current flow path is created.

Figure 1-4. The huge increase (2 orders of magnitude, µ = 94 cm2 / Vs) of conductivity was
achieved for an FET device using a Mott insulator with a phase transition of κ- (BEDT-TTF)2Cu
[N (CN)2] Br.23
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1-3. Soft crystals
A group of materials that easily undergo a phase transition with a specific weak
stimulus, while maintaining a regular and periodic crystal structure, are called “soft
crystals” and have attracted attention as a new class of functional materials. 24 In fact,
crystals that express functionality through the phase transition from a single crystal to a
single crystal have been reported. For example, there are crystals whose structure and
luminescence characteristics change due to contact with solvents and gas molecules,25-27
and crystals that obtain flexible mechanical properties while maintaining crystallinity
upon light irradiation and/or temperature change,28-29 While such exciting phenomena
have been discovered, the design principles to express such interesting properties and for
constructing the system are still in the exploration stage. Research to establish a
methodology for constructing soft crystals and controlling their phase transition is one of
the most challenging areas in molecular science, and will lead to new functional materials
that overcome the limitations of conventional crystals and soft materials. For this purpose,
it will be necessary to comprehensively investigate the many factors related to the
formation conditions and phase transition of the molecular crystals that undergo these
complicated interactions. But there will be no magical resolution to these complex
questions. The must be investigated step by step. Measurement and analysis of the
physical properties and the crystal structure before and after the structural phase transition,
as well as the intermediate and transition states, will clarify the principles of the phase
transition and elucidate the functional design, ultimately promoting the development of
unprecedented functional materials.
On the other hand, in the research fields of organic conductor and magnetic materials,
various types of materials showing phase transition have been discovered and
12

investigated because temperature-dependent measurement is one of the most important
techniques to elucidate the nature of the materials. This is considered to be a useful
approach for developing new functions of soft crystals based on organic conductors and
magnetic materials that exhibit phase transition.

Figure 1-5.

Explanation of the concept of “soft crystals”.24
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1-4. Molecular integrated circuits
In the current practical semiconductors, the elemental device structures have been
manufactured by a conventional top-down method by means of photolithography. But in
recent years, miniaturization by means of conventional photolithography has been
reaching its limit. Therefore, devices using a bottom-up method—i.e., devices composed
of atoms and molecules, which are the smallest units of matter—have been explored.
Organic molecular materials have many advantageous features compared with inorganic
materials, such as self-organization and ease of the film formation process. In addition,
since each molecule can be regarded as an independent functional unit based on its
chemical structure and molecular orbital, these materials could achieve the ultimate
integration density by permitting single molecule devices. For example, in an inorganic
semiconductor, four p-type and n-type semiconductor layers are alternately stacked to
form an electronic device called a thyristor that exhibits N-shaped nonlinear V-I
characteristics (Figure 1-6), while the same characteristic could be obtained in a
monolithic organic semiconductor.30 Regarding physical property investigations at the
single-molecule level, these were initiated with observations using SPM, and then rapidly
advanced in the 2000s using the braking junction method31-32 to reveal various physical
properties at the single-molecule level (Figure 1-6).
Although molecular electronics with single-molecule devices as the elemental unit
have great potential, there are still major problems in their realization, even after
establishing the single-molecule device function. The first problem is that no active
device at the molecular level has yet been developed. In an integrated circuit, information
is interchanged through the current as the flow of the electrical charge, and the “active
devices,” such as transistors and FET, regulate the current flow. Transistors and FETs can
14

control the current flow between two terminals by the current and voltage applied from
the third terminal. However, it will be difficult to realize a three-terminal device as a
single-molecule-based device, because the electrode can not be connected for an
angstrom-sized molecule, while a rectifying device that controls the current flow by its
direction with two terminals has been demonstrated. Moreover, the molecules should be
assembled in a manner that maintains the functionality and that permits the connection of
electrodes to form integrated circuits.33 In order to integrate single-molecule devices into
a circuit, it is important to directly access and evaluate each organic molecule
electronically and to interconnect the devices. As one of the approaches for wiring singlemolecule devices, research into conductive molecular nanowires and the embedding of
electronic functions in the nanowire itself are underway.34 Therefore, fundamental
technological breakthroughs are eagerly awaited to overcome these problems and realize
the “molecule-based integrated circuit”. In this respect, the concept of the “soft crystal”
is indispensable, because the molecules in the soft crystal can respond to external stimuli
individually with some intermolecular interaction and can express their complex
functionality even in the crystalline state.

15

Figure 1-6.

Diagram of a thyristor device using inorganic semiconductors and measurement
results of thyristor characteristics in organic semiconductors.30

Figure 1-7. Single-molecule measurement by the braking junction method.32
(A)(C)(E) Change in conductance as the gold STM chip is separated from the gold substrate.
(B)(D)(E) Statistical processing of 1000 conductance changes.
(A) A gold STM chip in contact with the gold substrate: When the chip is pulled away from the
substrate, the conductance decreases in quantum steps near a multiple of G0 (2e2 / h).
(C) The gold STM chip is completely separated from the gold substrate: Molecular-derived
conductance steps appear.
(E) Molecules do not exist: No steps or peaks are observed.
16

1-5. Summary
In this thesis, the structural phase transition of organic conductor crystals induced by
application of an electric current and the control of the physical properties of such crystals
were investigated.
In Chapter 2, negative differential resistance and current-induced phase transition
were newly discovered in the insulated low-temperature phase of TTF-TCNQ, the world's
first synthetic organic metal. Although TTF-TCNQ has metallic conductivity at high
temperatures, it was ultimately found to be an insulator below 53 K by the Peierls
transition based on its one-dimensional electronic structure. From the results of detailed
measurements, it was clarified that the change in carrier density by the applied current is
the cause of both new properties.35
In Chapter 3, the single crystal to single crystal phase transition in TBC3·Br·TCE2,36
which is an ion-radical salt of a cyclophan-type TTF-based donor TBC337-38 (Figure 1-8),
with two TTF-units fixed orthogonally by four trimethylene dithio chains, is investigated
in detail by means of crystal structure analysis, conductivity measurements, magnetic
measurements, and theoretical calculation. This investigation revealed an counterintuitive
phenomenon—namely, that the phase transition from the high-temperature phase to the
low-temperature phase was accelerated by the applied electric current.
In Chapter 4, a switchable active device along two orthogonal conductive paths was
developed by utilizing the symmetry-breaking of the symmetric crystal structure upon
phase transition, and anisotropy appeared in the low-temperature phase of
TBC3·Br·TCE2.

A device with a novel function was developed with a new operating

mechanism that is different from the conventional one, in which the resistivity of one
direction increases by applying current to the other direction mutually in one of the two
17

intersecting current paths. The changes in physical properties due to current application
in these orthogonal crystal axes were investigated in detail. This system can be regarded
as a model of a molecule-based integrated circuit because the donor molecules in the
crystal individually respond to external stimuli and express their functionality through the
intermolecular interaction.

TBC3
Figure 1-8. Molecular structure of TBC3.
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Chapter 2
Observation of negative differential resistance in the Peierls
insulating phase of TTF-TCNQ

2-1. Introduction
TTF-TCNQ, the first “synthetic metal”, has been investigated extensively since its
synthesis in 1973.7 Recently, TTF-TCNQ has attracted new attention as a contact
electrode material in organic electronics due to its low-temperature sublimation property
compared to metal electrodes.39 The precise physical measurements for the Peierls state
in TTF-TCNQ have already revealed the presence of internal transitions, namely the
formation of charge-density-waves (CDWs) along the TCNQ and TTF chains at 53 K
and 49 K, respectively.40-42 Below 49 K, there is a mismatch in phase and periodicity
(incommensurate phase) between the CDWs along the TCNQ and TTF chains. Below
38 K (the locking transition temperature), the periodicities of the two CDWs coincide. In
these low-temperature phases, higher-order nonlinear current-voltage (I-V) characteristics
(I  Vn, n ≥ 2) have been reported,43,44 and have been shown to be caused by the sliding
(depinning) of the CDWs under the applied electric fields. The order n of the nonlinear
conductivity gradually increases with decreasing temperature, depending on the above
temperature regions, and becomes negligible in the incommensurate phase between 38
and 49 K.

19

Figure 2-1. Temperature dependence of TTF-TCNQ conductivity.44

Negative differential resistance (NDR) is a typical nonlinear transport phenomenon
in which the fig profile shows a negative slope (differential resistance, dI/dV) in some
regions. I-V profiles can be classified into N- and S-shaped NDR, in which the current
decreases with increasing applied voltage45 and the voltage decreases with increasing
applied current,46 respectively. When the voltage is plotted on the horizontal axis and the
current is plotted on the vertical axis, they are classified as N-type and S-type NDR,
respectively. S-type NDR has been reported on Mott insulator Cu-TCNQ thin film,47
TTF-CA with neutral−ionic transition,48 K-TCNQ with the Spin-Peierls transition,22, 49
and so on. NDR was also observed in the charge state of θ-(BEDT-TTF)2CsCo(SCN)430
and in an ion-radical salt of a cyclophane-type donor, CPTD·Br·(TCE)2.50 The former
exhibited thyristor behavior,49 and the latter showed a relaxation of charge
disproportionation upon current loading by X-ray crystal structure analysis.50 Since NDR
20

materials are expected to be applied to molecular memory devices51 and inverters,52 they
are attracting new research interest in the field of molecular conductors. In the present
paper, we report the discovery of NDR in TTF-TCNQ in the low-temperature Peierls
phase. NDR behavior is found to critically depend on the temperature ranges separated
by the three transition temperatures, 53, 49, and 38 K, consistent with the reported higherorder nonlinear I-V characteristics (I  Vn, n ≥ 2). In contrast, it is also found that the
inflection points in the V-I characteristics in the whole temperature range below 53 K can
be well normalized by the sample conductivity.

21

Figure 2-2. Non-linear conduction in K-TCNQ.22

Figure 2-3. Higher-order nonlinearity in TTF-TCNQ.53
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2-2. Experimental
A single TTF-TCNQ crystal was grown by the liquid-phase reaction processes of
TTF and TCNQ through diffusion in acetonitrile solution at room temperature (ca. 290K).
A typical size of the crystal was about 2×0.2×0.05 mm3.
For four-probe conductivity measurements, four gold wires with a diameter of 25 um
were attached to the crystal by gold paste. The outer two electrodes for current application
were attached around the crystal to apply a uniform current density through the whole
crystal cross section, because the conductivity of TTF-TCNQ has relatively large
anisotropy along the crystal axes. The sample was then connected and mounted to a
sample probe and placed in a cryostat (Quantum Design, PPMS). The transport properties
were investigated by the four-probe Current applied / Voltage measurement method (V-I)
and the Voltage applied / Current measurement (I-V) method by an ADVANTEST R6245
source meter in direct current mode and pulse mode controlled by a PC through the GPIB interface with custom-made software.

23

Figure 2-4. Crystal preparation of TTF-TCNQ.

Figure 2-5. Sample for TTF-TCNQ conductivity measurement (DC four-terminal method).
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2-3. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of TTF-TCNQ
The temperature dependence of the conductivity of the single TTF-TCNQ crystal
was measured upon cooling in the temperature range from 300 to 2 K at a sweep rate of
1 K/min, by loading a constant current of 1 mA (20.8 Acm-2). The results are shown in
Figure 2-6, in which the metallic conducting behavior above 59 K and sharp drop-down
of conductivity below 53K due to the Peierls transition at this temperature are clearly seen.
The low-temperature behavior is shown in Figure 2-6(b) on an enlarged scale. One can
clearly see three inflection points caused by the presence of the three CDW phases after
the Peierls transition. These results are consistent with the past reports.40

Figure 2-6. Temperature dependence of the conductivity of TTF-TCNQ in the whole measured
temperature range (a) and below the Peierls transition temperature (b).
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2-4. V-I measurement in the low-temperature phase
The four-probe current sweep/voltage measurement (V–I) was carried out at 20, 30,
40, 50, and 60 K (Figure 2-7). In contrast to the monotonous increase in the V–I
characteristics at 60 K—namely, above the Peierls transition temperature (53 K)—the V–
I curves exhibit nonlinear behavior below this temperature. At 50 K, an NDR region
appears, and it grows as the temperature decreases. Figure 2-7(b) shows the relation
between the sample conductivity σ and the current density J (σ–J characteristics) derived
from the V–I data. In the above all temperature ranges, conductivity increases
monotonously with increasing current density despite the appearance of NDR, although
there are some inflection points.
Figures 2-8(a)-(f) show the temperature dependence of the electric-field versus
applied current density (E–J) profiles, derived from the V–I curves, in the respective
ranges (54–48 K, 46–40 K, 38–32 K, 30-22 K, 20-12 K, and 10-4 K). In the highertemperature range (Figure 2-8(a)), the E–J curve can be separated into two regions: a
nonlinear transport region at low loading current density and a linear transport region at
high current densities. When the data are plotted in a J-E graph, we can see an S-shaped
relationship (Figure 2-9). Hystereses are observed in the E–J plots below 44 K and
become clearer below 34 K, and the hysteresis region moved to higher current values with
decreasing temperature. Below 38 K, clear inflection points appear in the NDR regions
(Figure 2-8 (c)).

26

Figure 2-7. V-I characteristics of TTF-TCNQ at various temperatures (a), and σ-J characteristics
derived from the V-I data (b).
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Figure 2-8. E-J plots of TTF-TCNQ at various temperatures: (a) 54–48 K, (b) 46–40 K, (c) 38–
32 K, (d) 30–22 K, (e) 20–12 K; the inset shows the logarithmic horizontal scale, (f) 10–4 K.
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Figure 2-9. J–E characteristics of TTF–TCNQ at 54 – 48 K.
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2-5. Relationship between the phase transition and inflection point in the
V-I characteristics
To clarify the origin of the hystereses, we also examined the V-I measurements by
using a pulse current at 30, 32, 34, 36, and 38 K. The results are shown in Figure 2-10
(solid curves), together with the data obtained by a continuous sweep method, as shown
in Figure 2-10 (broken curves). The results of the pulse current measurements agree with
those in the forward (current-increasing) scan. Hysteretic behavior has been reported in
relation to the temperature dependence of TTF-TCNQ conductivity in the
incommensurate phase,54,55 suggesting that the V-I characteristics in this region show an
electronic state similar to that of the incommensurate phase. On the other hand, as
indicated by the straight line in Figure 2-10, the electric fields at the inflection points on
the E–J plots below 38 K are proportional to the loaded current densities. This means that
the inflection points are strongly related to the sample conductivity, σ = 1/ρ = J/E. To
clarify this relationship, several parameters were compared with the sample conductivity,
as shown in Figure 2-11. Among them, the relationship is clearly seen in the plots of the
differential resistance (dV/dI) against the conductivity σ, as shown in Figure 2-12. In the
dV/dI–σ plots, the inflection points appear at the same conductivity. Moreover, the
specific conductivities, 750, 3800, and 7500 Scm-1, also agree with the conductivities of
the three transition temperatures, 38, 49, and 53 K, respectively. On the other hand, except
around the inflection point, the dV/dI value decreases monotonously with increasing σ,
although the absolute values differ depending on the temperature. The negative dV/dI
value means the appearance of NDR. These findings strongly suggest that the electronic
state in the low-temperature phase of TTF-TCNQ below 53K is much affected and
governed by the system conductivity itself.
30

Figure 2-10. E-J characteristics of TTF-TCNQ. Solid line: Pulse measurement (measurement
interval 1 second, pulse width 100 ms, integration time 1 ms). Broken line: Steady current.
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Figure 2-11. Several parameters, I, V, dV/dI, and Power consumption (P), were compared
with the sample conductivity (σ) based on the results of pulse V–I measurements on TTFTCNQ.
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Figure 2-12. Comparison of the plot of differential resistance and conductivity and the
plot of temperature dependence of conductivity in the V-I measurement of TTFTCNQ.
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The effect of the applied current density is also observed in the temperature
dependence of the conductivity of TTF-TCNQ, as shown in Figure 2-13. The larger the
applied current density, the larger the conductivity. However, the sample conductivity is
not simply proportional to the applied current density at these temperatures. The
conductivities at 0.1 and 1 mA are nearly the same above 40 K, but they bifurcate at 38
K, which is the locking temperature of the CDWs along the TTF and TCNQ chains. The
conductivities at 1 and 5 mA bifurcate at 53K, which corresponds to the formation of
CDW along the TCNQ chain. In cases where the applied currents are larger than 5 mA,
the conductivity increases across the whole temperature range up to 60 K in the metallic
phase. These results suggest that the number of charge transport carriers carried with the
transport mechanism for each temperature region is limited, and that the excess number
of charge carrier causes the excitation of the upper conducting mechanism in a stepwise
fashion.

Figure 2-13. Temperature dependence of the conductivity at different current values.
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2-6. Transport measurement methods
Whereas NDR behavior is classified as N- or S-type, as described in the Introduction,
the NDR observed in bulk crystals of organic conductors is always the latter. In the case
of S-type NDR, with an increase in the current, the sample resistance decreases greatly at
a rate faster than the increase in the current. In most cases reported so far, the I-V
characteristics are measured in a situation in which a load resistor is inserted in series to
limit the largest current, and the voltage drop at the load resistor is subtracted to plot the
I-V for the sample. However, in this case, neither the voltage nor the current applied to
the sample can be controlled precisely. Since up to three current values can be taken with
the same voltage in the S-type NDR (as shown in Figure 2-9), voltage oscillation between
the states may take place in some cases. In fact, some investigations were carried out to
stabilize the oscillation of an S-type NDR system by controlling the time constant, which
depends on the additional resistors and capacitors.22,56,57 On the other hand, when a
voltage is applied to a sample showing S-type NDR without a load resistor, the current
monotonically increases as the voltage increases, and a rapid increase of the current
should only be observed58-60 without a negative slope. This should be the reason why NDR
has not been observed in TTF-TCNQ so far. Since the sample resistance in the S-type
NDR system decreases monotonously with increasing current density, as shown in Figure
2-9, the current-applied/voltage measurement method (V-I) is preferable for investigating
the transport behavior in this system. In addition, when the sample has a semiconducting
nature, the interface with the metal electrode may have nonlinear conductivity due to the
formation of a Schottky barrier in some cases. For these reasons, a DC four-terminal
method was applied, in which four electrodes were attached to the sample and the voltage
on the sample was measured with the different pairs of electrodes from the current
35

application. Actually, reproducible results were stably and repeatedly obtained with
respect to the behavior of NDR when the current sweep was performed by the direct
current four-terminal method.
On the other hand, higher-order I-V (I  Vn, n ≥ 2) and NDR behavior are often
considered to be the effects of the Joule heat, because the resistance of the sample
decreases through thermal excitation. Generally, conductors with an insulating ground
state exhibit thermally activated conductivity, and thus it is possible to show nonlinear IV characteristics through the Joule heat. However, in this study, when the thermal effect
of the Joule heat from the thermal flow through four gold wires (25 µm and 3 mm long
at maximum) with the thermal conductivity of gold (420 W·m-1·K-1) was taken into
account, the temperature difference of the sample from the system temperature was
estimated to be ca. 2 K at maximum with a maximum consumed power of 600 µW, as
shown in Figure 2-11(d). In this case, the conductivity of the sample at 30K corresponds
to that at 49 K under loading current, and this value cannot be explained from the thermal
effect of the Joule heat (2K in maximum). Therefore, the effect of the Joule heat would
not be the main reason for the NDR of the temperature dependence of the E–J
characteristics in this study.
In addition, to minimize the effect of Joule heat further, measurements were also
carried out instantaneously by applying pulse current in addition to the usual continuous
current sweep method. The fact that the V–I characteristics obtained by the continuous
sweep method and the pulse method well agreed with each other also suggests the small
effect of the Joule heat. Although a hysteresis loop, which is observed in the increasing
and decreasing current processes in a part of the conductivity range below 44 K in
continuous sweep measurements, was not observed in the pulse measurements, this would
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be due to structural change in the incommensurate phase having a relatively slow time
response.
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2-7. Origin of NDR and temperature dependence in TTF-TCNQ
In general, S-type NDR is caused by some excitation mechanism from an insulating
ground state to a higher-conductivity excited state by current application. At this
excitation, when the rate of increase in conductivity is greater than the rate of change of
the current, the voltage drop has a negative slope relative to the current and can be
observed as NDR. Regarding the organic conductors exhibiting NDR so far reported, they
often have CDW states, such as charge disproportionation and charge ordering, and the
melting of the high-resistive CDW state to a higher-conductivity state is caused by the
applied current, although the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon have not been
clarified in some cases.
In the case of TTF-TCNQ, while it shows metallic conducting behavior due to the
uniform π-stacking structure in the high-temperature phase, it turned out to be insulating
in the low-temperature phase below 53 K by seven orders of magnitude, down to 4.2 K,
accompanied by dimerization in the π-stacking column based on the Peierls transition.
Therefore, inversely, the melting of the dimerized structure in the low-temperature phase
to the uniform structure by the application of current could be a cause of NDR, although
there is no direct evidence of structural change during the appearance of NDR in this
stage. However, although NDR has not been reported in TTF-TCNQ, higher-order I-V
characteristics (I  Vn, n ≥ 2) have been reported in detail and the underlying mechanism
has been discussed58-60: the threshold voltage dependence on the three Peierls insulator
phases is explained in terms of the depinning of the CDW. Although the expression is
different due to the difference in the measurement method (I-V and V-I), the origin of the
reported higher-order I-V and that of the NDR in this study should be the same. Therefore,
we will not discuss this point further.
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Our new finding, that the conducting behavior depends on the conductivity of the
system itself, as shown in Figure 2-12, is quite interesting. It was found that the inflection
points in the E–J curves for different temperatures were well sorted in terms of the
conductivity of the sample. Usually, the conductivity of the material is considered to be
the result of the electronic structure of the sample and the function of the environmental
variables, such as temperature and pressure. Therefore, the relationship seems opposite
in the current case. In the case of TTF-TCNQ, each phase under 53K shows S-type NDR.
As described above, S-type NDR is explained as a phenomenon in which the sample
conductivity increases as the current increases. Since the conductivity σ is expressed as
the product of the carrier density n, elemental charge e, and mobility μ, and since e and μ
are supposed to be constant in the same crystal phase, the conductivity of the sample will
depend mainly on n. In the case of an NDR system, n is not only excited thermally, but
also induced by externally applied current. However, the carrier density n should have
some upper limit for each carrier transport mechanism. In TTF-TCNQ, although the band
gap is formed and insulated through the Peierls transition below 53 K, the insulating
electronic structure is caused by the correlations among the system’s electrons themselves.
Electric current is nothing but moving electrons (or holes) in the sample itself. If a certain
value of current was made to always flow in the sample and the carrier density n exceeds
that of the n naturally generated by thermal excitation above the transition temperature
for the higher conductive phase, the electronic state can be regarded as the same as that
in the higher conductive phase, and finally the phase transition takes place. Therefore, the
NDR and phase transition through V-I measurements could be attributed to the function
of carrier density in the CDW states of TTF-TCNQ below the Peierls transition
temperature, as drawn in Figure 2-14. This explanation will be applicable to other NDR
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and higher-order I-V systems having similar strong-electron-correlation mechanisms.

Figure 2-14. Mechanism of phase transition due to current application of TTF-TCNQ.
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2-8. Conclusion

Negative differential resistance (NDR) was found and added as a new feature of TTFTCNQ, the most famous and well investigated organic conductor. NDR was observed in
the whole measured temperature range below 53 K, which corresponds to the Peierls
transition temperature, whereas the structures in the E–J curves including NDR depend
on the three phases below 53, 49, and 38 K. Although the origin of NDR would be the
same as that of the reported higher-order I-V characteristics (I  Vn, n ≥ 2), it was revealed
that both NDR in the V-I characteristics measurements and the phase transitions in the
temperature dependence measurements could be explained as functions of the charge
carrier density in the sample, because the three inflection points observed in both plots
had the same conductivity. This feature originated from the characteristic electronic
structure of TTF-TCNQ. Since the Peierls phase transition depends mainly on the strong
correlations among electrons in the quasi-one-dimensional electronic structure, the
electronic state would be quite sensitive to the charge carrier density regardless of the
origin of the carrier, i.e., whether it is thermally excited or externally induced by the
current application.
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Chapter 3
Acceleration of single-crystal to single-crystal phase transition by
current
3-1. Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was revealed that the phase transition of TTF-TCNQ
crystal is caused by applied current. In this system, the increase in charge carriers due to
the applied current caused phase transitions as well as a change of carrier density based
on the thermal excitation. It is quite interesting to determine whether this mechanism
could be used to control the phase transitions in various materials. In this chapter,
TBC3·Br·TCE2 was used to answer this question. TBC3·Br·TCE2 is an ion-radical salt
of TBC3, which is a TTF-based cross-cyclophane-type donor molecule.37,61 In TBC3,
two TTF skeletons are connected orthogonally by four alkyl chains. In TBC3·Br·TCE2,
single-crystal to single-crystal structural phase transition has been reported around 170 K
due to the high degree of molecular freedom of TBC3. Moreover, non-linear conductivity
including the negative differential resistance (NDR) was observed in the high temperature
phase of this salt with respect to its disproportionated charge distribution.50
In this study, the effects of current application on this system were investigated by means
of DC conductivity, AC impedance, magnetic susceptibility, and theoretical calculation.
In addition, before starting the above investigations, detailed X-ray structure analyses
were carried out for both its phases, because the previous research was carried out more
than 20 years ago and only the preliminary results were reported due to the insufficient
quality of the data. Due to the subsequent improvements in X-ray structure analysis
techniques, it was possible to obtain structural data of sufficient quality and to use this
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data to discuss changes of the physical properties through the phase transition, including
theoretical calculations. AC impedance measurements revealed the change in the dipole
moment near the phase transition temperature due to the change in the orientation of
solvent molecules incorporated in the crystal. As for the phase transition process, the
activation energy could be evaluated by determining the phase transition rate from the
high temperature phase to the low temperature phase at each temperature. Further, it was
discovered that the phase transition rate depends on the applied current (acceleration
effect of the phase transition rate by the applied current), and this effect was elucidated
with a phase diagram.

Figure 3-1. Molecular structure of TBC3.

Figure 3-2. Crystal structure of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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3-2. Cyclophane donor molecule TBC3 and its ion-radical salt
Most of the molecular materials having high conductivity usually have stacking structures
consisting of π-conjugated system. However, in 1992, a semiconductor salt in which
neighboring TTFs overlapped in a cross-stacking manner was reported,62 and this report
engendered interest in determining how the stacking arrangement of TTFs affects the
physical properties. In order to regulate such intermolecular interactions of TTFs in the
crystal, various molecules that connect two TTF skeletons, which can be regarded as the
smallest unit of intermolecular interactions, have been synthesized. One of these was the
cyclophane-type donor molecule TBC3,37, 61 which has a structure in which two TTFs
are connected orthogonally, and which was reported in 1995. The cyclophane donor
TBC3 is linked by four trimethylene-dithio chains so that two TTF units are located
orthogonal to each other. As a result, TBC3 has a large degree of freedom in the relative
orientation of TTFs and in the conformations of the alkyl chains. Electro-crystallization
of this donor molecule in the presence of tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBA·Br) in
trichloroethane (1,1,2-TCE) as a solvent affords the ion-radical salt TBC3·Br·TCE2,36
where the 1,1,2-TCE is incorporated as the crystal solvent. In the crystal, the donor
molecules are stacked by rotating 90 degrees so that the TTF skeletons face each other in
parallel within the stacking neighboring molecules and form a spiral-stacking structure.
The conductivity of the TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal along a(b)- and -c were reported as σRT
= 1.0 × 10-2 and 5.5 × 10-2 S·cm-1, respectively. The Curie constant is 0.375 for one mole
of TBC3·Br·TCE2 unit, suggesting one cation radical is carried per one TBC3 molecule.
Due to the high degree of freedom of the donor molecule, one of the two TTF
skeletons of the donor molecule, which are both planar near room temperature, bends
significantly below 170 K and undergoes a structural phase transition from a Tetragonal
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to a Monoclinic crystal system.36,50 Physical properties also change upon this phase
transition: the resistance along the c-axis decreases to ca. 1/10 while the magnetic
susceptibility becomes 1/2, from the high temperature phase (HTP) to the low
temperature phase (LTP).
In 2005, it was discovered that the conductivity of the TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal
increased drastically by application of a large current, and the mechanism of this
nonlinear response in the conductivity was studied by analyzing the X-ray crystal
structure of the salt during the current application.50 Figure 3-3(a) shows the I−V
characteristics of the ion-radical salt at 170 K in the c-axis direction. In order to measure
the resistance of the sample in a wide dynamic range, the load resistor RL (1 MΩ) was
inserted in the circuit in series. As the voltage was increased, the current increased sharply
at 330-340 V, after which the plot approached a linear I-V dependent region where RL was
dominant. In addition, the sample showed hysteretic behavior in both the voltageincreasing process and voltage-decreasing process. The low resistance state was
maintained until the voltage dropped below 340 V and returned to the initial resistance
value at about 180 V. When converting I-V dependence to sample conductivity (σ) vs.
current density (J), by subtracting the contribution of RL, σ increases monotonically in the
range of 104 as J increases (Fig. 3-3b). Therefore, the current-induced low resistance state
of TBC3·Br·TCE2 was investigated by X-ray crystal structure analysis. By applying a
constant high voltage (480 V) to a circuit with a load resistor (1 MΩ) connected in series,
the resulting current density (0.57 A·cm-2), which was sufficient to cause resistance
conversion, was kept constant throughout the measurement. In the HTP crystal of
TBC3·Br·TCE2, two TTF units in the donor molecule in the crystal are disproportionate
to the cationic state and the neutral state, respectively, based on the bond lengths. These
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bond lengths change in the current-induced low-resistance state: the difference in the
bond lengths between the two sides of TTFs became negligible in the current-induced
low-resistance state. Thus, the nonlinear conductivity of this crystal could be interpreted
as the relaxation of the disproportionated structure. When the structures of the two facing
donor units are equivalent, the charge will be delocalized to the two facing donor units.
Due to this structural change, the activation energy of electron transfer between the
neighboring molecules in the current-applied state becomes much smaller than that in the
original state. Due to the combination of structural equalization and charge delocalization,
the low resistance state is maintained even after the applied current decreases and causes
the hysteretic behavior.

Figure 3-3. (a) I−V characteristics of TBC3·Br·TCE2 along the c-axis at 170 K. (b) The I−V
characteristic of the entire circuit was transformed into the relation between the electric field E
and the current density J, by deducting the contribution of the load resistor, and then converted
to σ-J dependence.50
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3-3. Crystal preparation and fabrication of measurement devices

The donor molecule TBC3 and TBA·Br as an electrolyte were placed on both sides
of an electrolysis cell, and then 1,1,2-TCE was added as the solvent. Prior to use in the
electrolysis, the solvent 1,1,2-TCE was passed through an alumina column and filtered
through pleated filter paper. Then two platinum electrodes were inserted in the electrolyte
solution and electro-crystallization was performed under the galvanostatic condition. The
current value was changed according to the growth of the crystal (from 0.1 μA to 2.0 μA).
Interestingly, the crystal morphology differed depending on the applied current value. At
a low current value, the crystal grew in a thin planar shape (along the ab-plane), whereas
it grew in a needle shape (along the c-axis) at a high current value (Fig. 3-5). This may
have been due to the difference in the conductivity and the fact that the easier growth
direction of the crystal was dependent on the current densities. When the color of the
solution became light (indicating the consumption of the donor molecule) and the crystals
grew sufficiently, the current application was stopped and the electrode with the crystals
was removed from the solution. The crystals were washed with a small amount of 1,1,2TCE and then removed from the electrodes. Samples for conductivity measurement were
prepared by attaching gold wires with gold paste to both ends along the measurement axis
as shown in Figure 3-6 (c-axis) and Figure 3-7 (a) (a, b-axis). Figure 3-7 (b) shows a
sample for impedance measurement, which enables measurement in the c-axis by
attaching gold wires with gold paste to the ab plane obtained by cutting the crystals.
Figure 3-8 shows a sample for X-ray structural analysis, in which crystals are fixed on
the glass capillary using an epoxy resin.
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Figure 3-4. Schematic diagram of the electrolysis cell, and outline of crystals.

Figure 3-5. TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystals grown on a platinum electrode
(left figure: 0.2 μA; right figure: 0.5-2.0 μA).

Figure 3-6. Sample for measuring the conductivity of TBC3·Br·TCE2 in the c-axis direction
(the sample dimensions are 2.0 mm x 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm).
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Figure 3-7. (a) Sample for conductivity measurement of TBC3·Br·TCE2 along the a- and baxis (the sample dimensions are 0.18 mm x 0.16 mm x 0.1 mm).
(b)Sample for impedance measurement of TBC3·Br·TCE2 along the c-axis
(the sample dimensions are 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm x 0.1 mm).

Figure 3-8. Sample for X-ray structural analysis of TBC3·Br·TCE2
(the sample dimensions are 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm x 1.0 mm).
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3-4. Equipment for physical property measurements

Temperature dependence of resistivity and voltage–current characteristics of
TBC3·Br·(TCE)2
On the crystal of the ion-radical salt TBC3·Br·(TCE)2, gold wires of 25 µm diameter
were attached using gold paste. Then the sample was mounted on the electrode substrate
manufactured on a printed circuit board. Then, the electrode substrate was fixed on the
sample puck and introduced into the Quantum Design PPMS-P650BW cryostat, and the
temperature of the sample was regulated from room temperature to 2 K.
The resistance and voltage–current characteristics of the ion-radical salt were
measured by using an Advantest R6245 voltage current source monitor under
measurement conditions controlled by computer programs designed in-house.
In the previous report, the conductivity of the HTP crystal along a(b)- and -c were
reported as σRT = 1.0 × 10-2 and 5.5 × 10-2 S·cm-1, respectively.50

X-Ray crystal structure analysis
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Bruker APEX CCD X-ray
diffractometer (Mo kα radiation: 0.71073Å, 50 KV/35 mA) at 110 K and 150 K. The
frames were integrated using the Bruker SAINT software package and a narrow-frame
integration algorithm. Absorption corrections were applied to the raw intensity data using
the SADABS program. The Bruker SHELXTL software package was used for phase
determination and structure refinement.
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AC impedance measurement
AC impedance was measured from 1Hz to 100kHz using ZM2372 impedance
analyzer (NF Circuit co.) on the TBC3·Br·(TCE)2 crystal which is the same to the sample
used in the DC conductivity measurements. Temperature dependence measurements were
carried out using a cryostat with a vacuum-shielded probe inserted in a liquid nitrogen
dewar.

Magnetic Susceptibility
Magnetic susceptibility of TBC3·Br·(TCE)2 crystal was measured with a MPMS5XL SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design) between 2K and 300 K with the 0.5 T of
external magnetic field. The scan speed, which significantly affects the phase transition
behavior, was controlled between 0.1K/min to 10K/min.

Electron spin resonance
Electron spin resonance (ESR) of the TBC3·Br·(TCE)2 crystal was measured in the
X-band (9.4 GHz) using JES-FA200 spectrometer. The crystal was attached on the cross
section of the tip of a 3 mmϕ Teflon rod using Apiezon grease and inserted into a quartz
glass sample tube. Angular dependent measurement of the crystal was carried out while
rotating every 10 degrees using sample rotator.
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3-5. Structural features of TBC3 and TBC3·Br·TCE2
X-ray crystal structure analyses were performed on the crystal of the TBC3 donor
molecule and its ion-radical salt TBC3·Br·TCE2. The structure of the high temperature
phase (HTP) crystal was measured at 110 K, which was supercooled from room
temperature by rapid cooling to quench the phase transition, and the low temperature
phase (LTP) crystal was measured at 150 K after being cooled for a sufficiently long
period of time below the phase transition temperature.

Table 3-1. Crystal data and structure refinement for TBC3·Br·TCE2 and the TBC3 donor.
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Structure of the neutral crystal of TBC3 molecule: It belongs the space group of
Tetragonal, P41, and two TBC3 molecules consist the asymmetric unit. The two TBC3
molecules within the asymmetric unit have different structures, one resembling the
structure of HTP in an ion-radical salt and the other resembling the structure of LTP, as
described in a later section. In the crystal, the π-conjugated system of the TTF skeleton
and the alkyl chain of the adjacent molecule face each other, so that the π-conjugated
system is arranged orthogonally between the adjacent molecules and the asymmetric unit
forms a screw axis by rotating 90degree along the c-axis.

Figure 3-9. Crystal structure of the neutral TBC3 donor crystal. (a) Crystal packing in a unit
cell. (b) Molecular arrangement in the bc plane. (c) Molecular arrangement in the ab plane.
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Structure of the high temperature phase of TBC3·Br·TCE2: The high temperature
phase belongs to the space group of Tetragonal, P41; one donor molecule is an
asymmetric unit, and it is stacked by rotating 90 degrees in the direction of overlapping
π-conjugated systems (screw axis). At this time, the two TTF donor skeletons in the
molecule are not equivalent: judging from the bond length, it is clear that one skeleton is
close to the structure of the cation and the other is close to the structure of the neutral
molecule as reported in the previous work.36, 50

Figure 3-10. Crystal structure of TBC3·Br·TCE2 in HTP. (a) Crystal packing in a unit cell. (b)
View of the asymmetric unit from the a-axis. (c) View of the asymmetric unit from the b-axis.
(d) View of the asymmetric unit from the c-axis.
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Structure of the low temperature phase of TBC3·Br·TCE2: The low temperature
phase belongs to the space group of Monoclinic, P21, and the two donor molecules are
asymmetric units. The a- and b-axis, which were equivalent in LTP, became unequivalent
(since the way to assign the axes is different, they correspond to the a-axis and c-axis),
and the donor skeleton is greatly bent on one side and closer to a flat surface on the other
side. At this time, based on the bond length and the results of the theoretical calculation,
the planar one is considered to be a cation radical, but since the planar sides are
overlapped with each other in the layer stack, the formal charge of the donor skeleton in
the stacking direction is 01·10·01·10. However, as will be described later, from the
measurement results of magnetism and conductivity, it is considered that some charge
transfer occurs between the layers. In addition, since the a- and b-axes were originally
equivalent in HTP, there is a possibility that the bending direction may be either in LTP,
and the components that actually bend in the direction of 90 degrees are mixed in a ratio
of about 2:1 to form a Merohedral Twin treatment.
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Figure 3-11. Crystal structure of TBC3·Br·TCE2 in LTP. (a) Crystal packing in a unit cell. (b)
View of the asymmetric unit from the a-axis. (c) View of the asymmetric unit from the c-axis.
(d) View of the asymmetric unit from the b-axis.
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Charge distributions in ion-radical crystals: Based on the obtained crystal structure,
the bond lengths of the central C=C double bond and the C-S bonds around it were
compared between the neutral TBC3 crystal and the HTP and LTP of the ion-radical salt.
In the donor molecule in the neutral donor crystal, the averaged bond lengths were 1.337
Å and 1.755 Å for the C=C bond and the C-S bond, respectively. On the other hand, in
the HTP of the ion-radical salt, the bond lengths of the two TTF skeletons in one TBC3
molecule were different; the C=C bonds were 1.383 Å and 1.357 Å, while the averages
of the C-S bonds were 1.727 Å and 1.748 Å, respectively. Since the C=C bond should be
extended and the C-S bond should be shrunk in cationic species in TTF analogues
compared to those of the neutral species, the cationic charge is mainly localized on the
TTF skeleton that has a larger change in the HTP crystal, which is called a charge
disproportionation state. In LTP, the C=C bonds were 1.395 Å and 1.346 Å, and the
averages of the C-S bonds were 1.722 Å and 1.794 Å, in one of the two TBC3 molecules
in the asymmetric unit, which was similar to the results for the HTP crystal. On the other
hand, in another TBC3 molecule in the LTP crystal, the C=C bonds were 1.369 Å and
1.357 Å, and the averages of the C-S bonds were 1.739 Å and 1.734 Å, suggesting that
the cationic charge is distributed on both TTF skeletons in this TBC3 molecule. However,
because the standard deviation in the bond lengths is particularly large in the LTP, and
comparisons of simple numerical values lack accuracy, these results should be interpreted
with caution.
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Figure 3-12. Molecular structure of the TBC3 donor as the asymmetric unit in TBC3·Br·TCE2
crystal in HTP with the numbering scheme.

Figure 3-13. Molecular structures of TBC3 donors as the asymmetric unit in the
TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal in LTP with the numbering scheme.
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Figure 3-14. Molecular structures of TBC3 molecules as the asymmetric unit in the neutral
crystal with the numbering scheme.

Table 3-2. Bond lengths of donor molecules in the TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal.
HTP

LTP
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Table 3-3. Bond lengths of donor molecules in the neutral crystal.

Therefore, the charge was evaluated with a set of several bond lengths utilizing the
formula for the charge distribution of BEDT-TTF reported previously.63 Four equations
(3-2) can be established for each TTF skeleton, δ was calculated from the average value,
and the charge density ρ was calculated using equation (3-2). Note that the twist angles
at the ends of TTF units connected by alkyl chains in TBC3 are different from that of
BEDT-TTF, which is the target of this formula, and it would not be possible to obtain an
accurate value for the TBC3 system directly by using this formula. Therefore, the charge
is normalized under the assumption that one donor molecule has one cationic charge. As
a result, it was found that the charge densities differed between the two skeletons: the
TTF skeleton containing C1-C2 in HTP (HT-TTF-a) had a charge density of ρ = 0.73, and
the other TTF skeleton containing C3-C4 (HT-TTF-b) had a charge density of ρ = 0.27.
The charge density of the TTF skeleton containing C1'-C2' in LTP (LT-TTF-a) was ρ =
0.75, and the charge density of the other TTF skeleton containing C3"-C4" (LT-TTF-b)
was ρ = 0.25, similar to the results in HTP. However, in the other TBC3 molecule, the
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TTF skeleton containing C1"-C2" (LT-TTF-a’) had an average charge density of ρ = 0.46,
while the other TTF skeleton containing C3"-C4" (LT-TTF-b’) had a charge distribution
of ρ = 0.54. Thus the charge distribution differed between the two TBC3 molecules in the
LTP crystal.

δ = (b+c) – (a+d)

(3-1)

ρ = 6.347 – 7.463 δ

(3-2)

δ = (b+c+e) – (a+d)

(3-3)

ρ = 2.584 – 0.1244 δ

(3-4)

Figure 3-15. BEDT-TTF charge estimation formula and schematic diagram.63

It is considered that the TBC3 molecule is also affected by the twist angle with the
alkyl chain, so the contribution of the bond length of “e” in Fig. 3-15 should also be
discussed. Equations (3-3) and (3-4), which are extensions of equations (3-1) and (3-2),
are obtained from the bond lengths of BEDT-TTF with different charges,64-66 and the
charges in this system are estimated. As a result, the charges on TTF were estimated to be
0.83 (HT-TTF-a) and 0.17 (HT-TTF-b) in HTP and 0.98 (LT-TTF-a) and 0.02 (LT-TTFb) in one molecule in LTP, while they were estimated to be 0.43 (LT-TTF-a’) and 0.57
(LT-TTF-b’) in the other molecule, which is consistent with the result by the previous
formula without the contribution of the bond “e”.
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Figure 3-16. Charge distributions of TBC3·Br·TCE2 in HTP (left) and LTP (right) evaluated from
the bond lengths of the donor skeletons.
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Molecular conformations in the crystal: The alkyl chain conformation of each
donor molecule is summarized. In HTP, four alkyl chains showed similar conformations.
In LTP, the alkyl chains connected to the bent side of the TTF skeleton showed different
conformations, while the two types of donor molecules contained in one asymmetric unit
showed similar conformations. In a neutral donor molecule, the two asymmetric donor
molecules showed different conformations: one showed a conformation similar to the
HTP of the ion-radical salt, whereas the other had a conformation similar to the LTP. From
this result, it is considered that the conformational change of the alkyl chain due to the
phase transition is a change between the stable conformations even in the neutral donor
molecule.

Figure 3-17. Schematic diagram of the alkyl chain conformation in the TBC3 donor molecule.
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Table 3-4. Alkyl chain conformations in the TBC3 donor molecule in HTP of TBC3·Br·TCE2.

Table 3-5. Alkyl chain conformations in the TBC3 donor molecule in LTP
of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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Table 3-6. Alkyl chain conformations in the TBC3 donor molecules in the neutral crystal.

Table 3-7. Summary of the alkyl chain conformations in the TBC3 donor molecule.

Figure 3-18. Schematic diagram of the alkyl chain conformation in the TBC3 donor molecule
in HTP of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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Figure 3-19. Schematic diagram of the alkyl chain conformation in the TBC3 donor molecule
in LTP of TBC3·Br·TCE2.

Figure 3-20. Schematic diagram of the alkyl chain conformation in the TBC3 donor molecules
in the neutral crystal.
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Molecular arrangements in the crystal

The arrangements of donor molecules in the crystals are shown in Figs. 3-21 and 322. In the neutral donor crystal, the TTF skeleton is not aligned horizontal to the crystal
axis, and adjacent TTF skeletons are vertically oriented to each other (Fig. 3-9). The
closest S-S distance is 3.513 Å, as shown in Table 3-8. In the HTP of ion-radical salt, TTF
units are arranged horizontally with respect to the crystal axis and are equivalent.
Adjacent TTF skeletons are also arranged horizontally. The closest S-S distance was
3.445 Å between adjacent donors, whereas it was 3.490 Å along the stacking direction.
In the LTP of ion-radical salt, the proportion of the distorted TTF skeleton in the direction
of arrangement is not equivalent. The closest S-S distance was 3.398 Å between the
adjacent donors, whereas it was 3.421 Å on the other side and 3.471 Å along the stacking
direction.

Table 3-8. Selected short contact distances among donor molecules.
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Figure 3-21. Donor molecule in the crystal structure of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (HTP).

Figure 3-22. Donor molecule in the crystal structure of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (LTP).
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3-6. Theoretical calculations
Since the X-ray crystal structure analysis was of sufficient quality, theoretical
calculations could be performed at the molecular level using the obtained crystal structure.
Using B3LYP/6-31G* in Gaussian16, the molecular orbital, its energy, and the relative
heat of formation were calculated. For donor molecules in ion-radical salts, calculations
were performed for the HTP and two types of structures, LTP-A and LTP-B, in the LTP.
Regarding the crystals of neutral donor molecules, there are two types of structures with
different alkyl chain conformations, Neutral H-type, which resembles the HTP, and
Neutral L-type, which resembles the LTP. Since the accuracy of the position of the
hydrogen atom is low in the X-ray crystal structure analysis, only the hydrogen atoms
were optimized, and the coordinates of the other atoms obtained from the X-ray crystal
structure analysis were used directly. For those structures, the energies of the neutral state
and the cation radical state were obtained and compared with each other. The energy of
each molecule is shown in Fig. 3-23. The HTP structure of the ion-radical salt is the most
stable in both the neutral and cation radical states. It can also be seen that the instability
of the LTP-type structures compared to the HTP-type structures is reduced in the cation
radical state as compared with the neutral state. It can be said that the LTP-type structure
has a large stabilizing effect in the cation radical state.
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Table 3-9. The energy of the structure in each donor molecule.

Figure 3-23. The energy of the structure in each donor molecule,
based on the structure of the donor molecule in HTP.
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The distributions of MO coefficients of donor molecules in HTP and LTP of
TBC3·Br·TCE2 are calculated in B3LYP/6-31G(d) level using Gaussian16 program
package and shown in Fig. 3-24. In HTP, HOMO (highest occupied orbital) and HOMO-

1 (next HOMO) are distributed in different TTF skeletons and interact between adjacent
facing molecules. In LTP, molecular structure of TBC3 deformed and the TTF skeleton is
greatly bent on one side and closer to a flat surface on the other side. In this phase, HOMO
distributes on the flat side whereas HOMO-1 distributes on the bent side. Judging from
the MO distribution, the positive charge mainly distributes on the planar one in the cationradical state. Therefore, HOMO and HOMO, and HOMO-1 and HOMO-1 interact
between adjacent facing molecules in the LTP.

Figure 3-24. The distributions of MO coefficients of donor molecules in HTP and LTP of
TBC3·Br·TCE2 are calculated in B3LYP/6-31G(d) level using Gaussian16 program package.
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Furthermore, Table 3-10 shows the results of theoretical calculation of the Charge on
each C and S atom in the TTF skeleton of the donor molecule in the TBC3·Br·TCE2
crystal. As a result, the charges on TTF were estimated to be 0.67 (LT-TTF-a) and 0.33
(LT-TTF-b) in one molecule in LTP, while they were estimated to be 0.54 (LT-TTF-a’)
and 0.46 (LT-TTF-b’) in the other molecule. Comparing with the charge distribution
estimated from the formula using the bond length of BEDT-TTF in Fig. 3-15, the results
that the difference in charge distribution is large for one donor molecule and small for the
other are consistent.

Table 3-10. Values of the Charge on each C and S atom in the TTF skeleton of the donor
molecule in the LTP of TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal.
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Intermolecular interactions were also evaluated from the theoretical calculations. Four
structures of donor molecules in HTP were extracted along the a-axis, and the interactions
between two of the four donor molecules were calculated using the ADF program package
on the PW91/TZ2P level. The structures of LTP were calculated along the two directions
in which the distorted TTF skeletons face each other (a-axis) and the flat surfaces are
arranged (c-axis). The pairs of interacting orbitals are indicated in Figure 3-25. The values
of the charge transfer integrals were calculated from the obtained overlap integrals and
resonance integrals.

Figure 3-25. The distributions of MO coefficients on the donor molecule in the TBC3·Br·TCE2
are calculated in PW91/TZ2P level using the ADF program package.
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In addition, the changes in conductivity in the structures of the HTP and LTP were
investigated based on the transfer integral (V) calculated from the resonance integral (Hab),
overlap integral (Sab), and the energies of the corresponding orbitals, as summarized in
Table 3-11. In the structure of the HTP, the closest distance between the centers of donor
molecules was 8.925 Å, and the charge transfer integral was calculated to be 202 meV in
that direction. In the LTP, one of the two TTF skeletons of the TBC3 molecule is distorted,
and there are intermolecular elements in which the distorted TTF skeletons face each
other and molecules in which the flat TTF skeletons face each other. Between donor
molecules facing the distorted side of the TTF skeleton, the closest contact distance was
as large as 9.366 Å and the charge transfer integral was as low as 60.5 meV. On the other
hand, between donor molecules facing flat TTF skeletons, the closest distance was as
small as 8.748 Å and the charge transfer integral was as high as 210 meV. This suggests
that there is a large difference in conductivity between the direction in which the distorted
TTF skeleton is arranged and the direction in which the flat TTF skeleton is arranged in
the LTP.
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Figure 3-26. Intermolecular transfer integral of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (ADF, PW91/TZ2P).
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Table 3-11. Values of the resonance integral (Hab), overlap integral (Sab), and transfer integral
between each molecular pair.
HT: High temperature phase. LTf: Low temperature phase with flat surfaces facing each other.
LTd: Low temperature phase with distorted surfaces facing each other.

*: intramolecular interaction between two TTF skeleton within the TBC3 molecule.
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3-7. Non-linear V-I characteristics of HTP and LTP crystals
As a non-linear V-I characteristics along the c-axis have been reported in previous
studies, the same feature was observed in this study as well. The result is shown in Fig.
3-27: there was a negative differential resistance at 270 K in the HTP crystal along the caxis.

Figure 3-27. V–I characteristics of TBC3·Br·TCE2 along the c-axis at 270 K.
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Previously reported studies have interpreted the nonlinear conductivity of this system
as the result of relaxation of the charge disproportionation in the crystal. It has been
confirmed from the X-ray crystal analysis that the disproportionated charge within one
donor molecule becomes delocalized between the paired donor skeletons in the TBC3
molecule due to the influence of the current application in the low-resistance state. Due
to this structural change, the activation energy of electron transfer in the TBC3 molecule
becomes much smaller than that in the original state, so that the resistance is greatly
reduced. Due to the combination of structural equalization and charge delocalization, the
low resistance state is maintained even after the applied current is reduced, and hysteretic
behavior appears.

Figure 3-28. Schematic drawing of the charge-disproportionated state and current-induced
charge-delocalized state of the crystal of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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Negative differential resistance due to current application was also observed along the
a- and b-axis. Figures 3-29 shows the results of current=application / voltage-detection
measurement at 200 K (HTP). It was found that the conductivity increases with increasing
current, and non-linear conductivity including NDR was also observed along the a- and
b-axes as well as along the c-axis. The results were also attributable to the relaxation of
the disproportionation of the charge distribution in the conducting path by the application
of the current, as shown in Fig. 3-30 resemble to the proposed mechanism in the previous
work.

Figure 3-29.

Figure 3-30.

V–I characteristics of TBC3·Br·TCE2 along the a-axis (a) and the b-axis (b) at
200 K.

Schematic drawing of the charge-disproportionated state and current-induced
charge-delocalized state of the crystal of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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3-8. Relationship between the structural phase transition and physical
properties
3-8-1. Temperature dependence of the resistance

Figure 3-31 shows the measurement results of the temperature dependence of
resistivity with a constant-voltage applied / current-measurement condition, using the
four-terminal method along the c-axis. The temperature was lowered from 300 K by 1
K/min, and the temperature was lowered to 120 K after holding the temperature for a
sufficient time until the phase transition to LTP occurred at 155 K. Then, the temperature
was raised at 1 K/min.
As a result, the resistance along the a- and b-axis decreased in LTP as shown in Fig.
3-32. When the temperature was slowly lowered at a speed of 0.1 K/min, the phase
gradually changed to LTP at around 160 K, and when the temperature was raised, the
phase transition occurred rapidly at around 175 K to HTP. A large hysteresis was observed,
and the resistance in LTP was about 1/10 of that in HTP, which was similar to the
previously reported results along the c-axis.
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Figure 3-31. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (V = 1V, c-axis).

Figure 3-32. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (V = 1V, a-axis(red)
and b-axis(blue)).
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From the temperature dependence of the conductivity, the activation energies for both
the a- and b-axes were obtained (Table 3-12). In HTP, the activation energies for the aand b-axis were the same, i.e., 0.239 eV, reflecting the equivalence of the axes, whereas
the activation energies changed to 0.178 eV and 0.176 eV, respectively, in LTP. The
activation energies for the a-axis and b’-axis (the c-axis for LTP and b-axis for HTP) in
LTP differ depending on the crystal structural difference. These values were slightly
different for the other sample; the activation energies for the a-axis and b’-axis were 0.21
eV and 0.18 eV, respectively. This activation energy in the thermal activation-type
conductivity is the energy required to transform a molecule into an unstable structure
upon electron transfer between molecules (reorientation energy, λ), and the dynamics of
molecular deformation when a molecule in a crystal receives a charge differs depending
on the direction of molecular distortion in LTP. In LTP, it is considered that the activation
energy is different and unequal depending on how the molecules with different distortion
directions are mixed.
The reorientation energy (λ) for the TBC3 molecule has been calculated to be 0.27 eV.
According to the Marcus theory, the activation energy for the intermolecular charge
transfer is one-fourth of λ. But the activation energy typically distributes between λ and
λ/4 in the real system. Since the TTF units in TBC3 are connected by an alkyl chain, it is
considered that molecular deformation due to electron transfer does not readily occur as
it does for the usual individual molecules, and the activation energy becomes close to λ.
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Table 3-12. Activation energy of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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3-8-2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility

The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of TBC3·Br·TCE2 was
measured by a SQUID magnetometer using 2.04 mg of polycrystalline sample. After
rapid cooling from 290 K to 2 K to quench the phase transition, the measurement was
carried out from 2 K to 290 K. The result is shown in Fig. 3-33. The solid black circles
show the results for the supercooled state of HTP without any phase transition. The
discontinuous changes seen around 50 K are measurement problems and are not essential.
In the plot containing red circles, the measurement is performed in 0.1 K increments
between 200 K and 100 K, which includes the phase transition temperature. Similar to
the results for the conductivity measurements, when the temperature is lowered, it slowly
changes to LTP around 160 K, and when the temperature is raised from LTP, the magnetic
susceptibility gradually increases around 165 K and suddenly changes to HTP around 175
K. In HTP, the Curie constant is 0.375 for one mole of TBC3·Br·TCE2 unit, suggesting
one cation radical is carried per one TBC3 molecule. The value in LTP is 0.21, which is
about half of that in HTP.
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Figure 3-33. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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3-8-3. Relationship between the changes in structures and physical properties upon
the phase transition.

In the TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal, the resistance decreases to ca. 1/10 and the activation
energy is reduced while the magnetic susceptibility becomes 1/2, upon phase transition
from HTP to LTP. In the previous research, it was explained that the two equivalent axes
in HTP become unequivalent, so that the axial interaction on the side where the TTF unit
bends becomes stronger, and the independently detected cation radicals form the
conduction band in LTP. This leads to an increase of the electrical conductivity and the
spin-pairing to make them undetectable by magnetic measurements and a simultaneous
increase in the conductivity. In this work, the charge distribution in the TBC3·Br·TCE2
crystal was evaluated in detail for both the HTP and LTP, and the results require different
explanations. In the HTP, cation radicals are isolated on one side of the donor molecule,
showing distinguished spin moment in magnetic measurement. By analogy with the
discussions on the ion-radical salt of BEDT-TTF, which can be regarded as a half
molecule of TBC3, the on-site Coulomb repulsive energy is estimated to be ca. 0.5 eV,
and this value is higher than the transfer integral between the neighboring molecules in
the HTP crystal (202 meV), and thus the HTP crystal can be regarded as a Mott insulator.
This conclusion is consistent with the disproportionated crystal structure and also with
the previous discussions.
On the other hand, in LTP, the structure of one of the TTF skeletons in the TBC3
molecule becomes bent, while the other TTF skeleton has a flat structure, with the flat
sides of the two skeletons facing each other and the bent sides of the two skeletons facing
each other. Since the cationic charge makes the TTF skeleton flat and thereby increases
the delocalization of the charge within the π-conjugating system, this structure seems to
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represent a pairing between the cationic site and cationic site and between the neutral site
and neutral site. However, the pairing between cationic sites leads to the spin-pairing, and
all magnetic moments will be quenched in LTP with this explanation. This situation
contradicts the observed result—namely, that the LTP still shows half of the magnetic
moment observed in the HTP. In the newly obtained result, one of two TBC3 molecules
in the asymmetric unit of the LTP crystal has 0.46:0.54 charges on both TTF sides,
whereas the other molecule has almost the same distribution as in the HTP crystal.
However, the magnetic susceptibility that is still observed in LTP can not be simply
explained by these values. Rather, it must be explained in terms of the structural disorder.
Although the crystal structure is determined precisely, the standard deviation in LTP is
relatively large. This would be due to the structural disorder of the cationic state and the
neutral state. The 0.46:0.54 charges are considered to represent the average of the two
kinds of structures. In this case, both the charge on the 0.46 side and that on the 0.54 side
have the chance to show magnetic susceptibility. In the two facing sites, one side has a
+0.46 charge whereas the other side has a +1.54 charge. On the 1.54 side, 0.54 of the
magnetic moment will disappear through the spin-coupling, and the residual 0.46 will
have a chance to show the magnetic moment. The other side showing 0.46 of the magnetic
moment remains. Therefore, almost half of the spin moments survive in LTP.
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Figure 3-35. Relationship between the charge distribution and physical properties of HTP and LTP of TBC3·Br·TCE2 crystal.

Upon the phase transition from LTP to HTP, the magnetic susceptibility changes in
two stages; the Curie constant increases by 0.05 at 165 K and then rapidly increases at
175 K to HTP. The electrical conductivity also changes slightly, showing an inclination
point at the same temperatures. It is considered to be more entropically advantageous that
two electrons distribute to two orbitals rather than localizing in one orbital. It is
considered that once such an electron configuration is taken in the structure of LTP, the
distribution will change in earnest when the temperature rises further, and the transition
to HTP will occur as shown in Figure 3-34. Since the electron is the charge carrier, the
change in the spin-distribution is also observed as a conductivity change.

Figure 3-34. Schematic diagram of the electronic state during the phase transition from the LTP
to the HTP.
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3-8-4. Impedance measurement
On a sample with two electrodes along c-axis (Figure 3-8), impedance measurement
was carried out by changing the temperature. The measurement was performed while
slowly increasing the temperature from a LTP of 150 K, and DC measurement was also
performed in the same manner.
Figure 3-35(a) shows the results of the temperature dependence of impedance at each
frequency and the comparison with the DC measurement (red line). Results similar to
those for the DC measurements are obtained at low frequencies, but the results differ
significantly at high frequencies. It can be seen that the temperature dependence in LTP
changes before the phase transition from LTP to HTP and the impedance changes
significantly. This is considered to be the same as the result in which the temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility also changed in two steps.
Figure 3-35 (b) is a plot of the temperature dependence of the phase at each frequency.
The change in behavior that was seen before the sudden change due to the phase transition
near 175 K was remarkable at 10 kHz, and the change in behavior differed depending on
the frequency.

Figure 3-35. Temperature dependence of the impedance (a) and the phase angle (b) of
TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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Figure 3-36 (b) shows the results of the frequency dependence of the phase at each
temperature. The lower the temperature, the larger the phase change, but when comparing
the LTP at 170 K and the HTP at 190 K, it can be seen that the frequency dependence
changes due to the phase transition. Figure 3-36 (a) shows the results of the frequency
dependence of impedance at each temperature. Similarly, the frequency dependence
changes due to the phase transition.

Figure 3-36. Frequency dependence of the impedance (a) and the phase angle (b) of
TBC3·Br·TCE2.

A Nyquist plot was prepared by converting from the impedance and phase
measurement results. Figure 3-37 (a) shows the results of fitting using an equivalent
circuit in which the resistance component existing in the measurement circuit, such as the
contact resistance, is R1, the resistance component in a single crystal is R2, and the
capacitor component is C2. However, the Nyquist plot based on the measurement results
has a crumbled semicircle, and fitting was not possible with this equivalent circuit.
Therefore, the results of fitting by an extended equivalent circuit, containing R3 and C3
in addition, were used as shown in Fig. 3-37 (b). The temperature dependence of the
parameters obtained from the results of this fitting is shown in Fig. 3-38.
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Figure 3-37. Nyquist plot and equivalent circuit 1 (a) and 2 (b).

Figure 3-38.

Temperature dependence of each parameter obtained by the Nyquist plot (a)
and calculated parameters (b).
Z=1/(2πfc’)
C’ = 1/(1/C2+1/C3)
Z was calculated and plotted with the frequency f as 100 kHz.

At the phase transition, the AC impedance of TBC3·Br·TCE2 basically behaves like
DC conductivity. Although it behaves slightly differently depending on the measurement
frequency, the behavior at 10 Hz to 10 kHz can be almost completely reproduced by
assuming that a certain capacitance component (0.152 pF) is connected in parallel (Fig.
3-39). However, at 100 kHz, a remarkable decrease in impedance is shown in the phase
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transition region, which is considered to be mainly due to the contribution of the crystal
solvent. When the solvent arrangement is extracted from the results of X-ray crystal
structure analysis (Fig. 3-40), the dipole moment of the solvent molecule remains
uncancelled in the channel in HTP. On the other hand, in LTP, the dipole moments
between the adjacent solvent molecules cancel each other. Therefore, in the vicinity of
the phase transition temperature where the energies of the two crystal phases approach
each other, a movable space for the solvent is expanded, and the impedance decreases
following the applied AC electric field. On the other hand, when the phase transition to
LTP is completed, the contribution of the solvent molecule for the impedance disappears
and only the electrical resistance component remains. In order to examine this
phenomenon in more detail, a Nyquist plot is created from the frequency dependence of
the impedance at each temperature, and the temperature change of each component is
extracted from the fitting to the equivalent circuit network. The contributions on the
impedance from resistance (R2, R3) and capacitor (C2, C3) components are almost the
same range near the phase transition as shown in Figure 3-38. Both of the capacitor
components (C2 and C3) exhibit similar behaviors and rise in the phase transition region,
and these increases are considered to represent the contribution of the solvent molecule
described above. On the other hand, regarding the resistance component, the overall
behavior of increasing at low temperature, decreasing at the phase transition point, and
increasing thereafter is similar, but one is linear with respect to the log scale (Arrhenius
plot) and the other is changing curvilinearly. The electrical conductivity mechanism in
this crystal is basically hopping conduction, but the process is divided into hopping
between two sites in the molecule and hopping between molecules. The crystal lattice
constant increases with increasing temperature, but the change at this time is mainly due
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to the intermolecular distance, and the interatomic distance in the molecule is not
significantly affected by the temperature. That is, the two components separated by the
Nyquist plot are thought to represent two types of intramolecular and intermolecular
charge transfer processes within the crystal (Figure 3-41).

Figure 3-39. Temperature dependence of the impedance of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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Figure 3-40. Anion and solvent molecules in the crystal structure of TBC3·Br·TCE2 in HTP (a)
and LTP viewed from c-axis (b) and a-axis (c).

Figure 3-41. Schematic diagram of two types of intramolecular and intermolecular charge
transfer processes within the crystal.
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3-8-5. ESR measurement
For each of the HTP and LTP of TBC3·Br·TCE2., the g value of the electron spin
resonance spectrum was calculated by DTF method (B3LYP/6-31G(d) with prop = epr
option) based on the X-ray structure. For the HTP, the angle-dependent result of the g
value is well reproduced. Regarding the LTP, it is predicted that anisotropy will be
observed in the ac plane (ab’ plane, corresponds to the HTP), but it has not yet been
measured at this time. As a matter of fact, in LTP, domains having different axis directions
are mixed, so that the anisotropy is considered to be smaller than the predicted value (the
value obtained by averaging).

Table 3-13. The results of theoretical calculation of the g value.

Figure 3-42. Result of ESR measurement (a) and angle dependence of the g value by ESR
measurement of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (b).
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3-9. Temperature dependence of the structural phase transition rate
Regarding the temperature dependence of the resistance, the temperature was lowered
from 200 K, the temperature was maintained at each temperature below the phase
transition temperature, the change in resistance was measured, and the time required for
the transition from HTP to LTP was determined. An Arrhenius plot was prepared from the
phase transition rate constant k at each temperature (Fig. 3-45). The activation energy was
0.266 eV. Similar measurements were performed on different crystals and found to be
0.276 eV.

Figure 3-43. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of TBC3·Br·TCE2 (V = 1V, a-axis).
The temperature sweep stops until the phase transition from HTP to LTP.
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Figure 3-44. Change in resistivity with respect to the time the temperature sweep stopped
(V = 1V, a-axis).

Figure 3-45. Arrhenius plot of the phase transition rate.
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Based on the energy diagram in Fig. 3-46, in state I, the difference in the free energies
between the two phases (ΔG) is large, and the frequency of transition from LTP to HTP
is lower than that in transition from HTP to LTP, and it becomes more remarkable as the
temperature decreases. Therefore, since the rate of phase transition from HTP to LTP is
mainly governed by the activation energy, the lower the temperature, the slower the phase
transition rate. In state II near the phase transition temperature, ΔG is small and the
transition from LTP to the intermediate state occurs in the same way as the transition from
HTP to the intermediate state, so the phase transition rate becomes slower as the
temperature approaches the phase transition temperature.
Since the distribution of charge density in the donor molecule also changes between
the HTP and LTP, charge transfer is also required for the phase transition. In fact, the
activation energy of the phase transition (0.266 eV) obtained from the time-dependent
experiment is close to the activation energy of the charge transfer (0.24 to 0.29 eV in HT)
obtained from the temperature dependence of the conductivity.
In addition, there are two types of directions in the structural phase transitions from
HTP to LTP in the equivalent orthogonal axes, and the directions should be also affected
by adjacent molecules. However, this point cannot be discussed in detail at this time,
because theoretical calculations, including calculations on the effects of the surrounding
multiple donor molecules, have not been investigated.
On the other hand, since all the phase transitions from LTP to HTP are changes to the
same structure, it might be that a rapid phase transition takes place due to the cooperative
motion between the molecules.
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Figure 3-46. Energy diagram of TBC3·Br·TCE2.
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3-10. Current dependence of the structural phase transition rate
In addition to determining the activation energy of the phase transition in 3-8, timecourse of resistance from HTP to LTP was measured at 160 K at each applied current
value, as shown in Fig. 3-47. The results showed that, the larger the current value, the
faster the phase transition rate and the larger the resistance change. From this, it is
considered that the phase transition is enhanced by the applied electric current.
From the temperature dependence of the phase transition rate, it is known that the
phase transition rate is highest between 150 K and 155 K, and at 160 K, where the current
dependence is measured, the phase transition becomes slower when the temperature rises
due to the exothermic effect of the current. Therefore, with the contribution of Joule heat,
the phase transition rate should be slower. This, in turn, means that the current dependence
of the phase transition rate would be the effect of carrier injection similar to the current
dependence of phase transition in TTF-TCNQ discussed in Chapter 2.

Figure 3-47. (a) Resistance change with time during each current application. (b) Current
dependence of the phase transition rate.
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The activation energy of the phase transition obtained from the temperature
dependence of the phase transition rate was 0.266 eV, and this value is close to the
activation energy for the conductivity (0.24 to 0.29 eV in HTP), which was obtained from
the temperature dependence of the resistance. Since the phase transition also requires the
charge transfer, there would be some correlation. As depicted in Figure 3-48, the current
flow, which is regarded as the successive intermolecular charge transfer process, takes
place via the intermediate state having the different charge configuration. If this
intermediate charge state is stabilized, the structure will fall down to the LTP structure.
Therefore, increasing current increases the frequency of mutual conversion between the
charge configuration states, and accelerates the phase transition rate as a direct electronic
effect. This mechanism is basically the same as the mechanism of NDR in the HTP. Since
the intermolecular interaction and the resulted conductivity is not high, the thermally
activation-type conducting behavior appears in this system (TBC3•Br•TCE2). It could
be also explained in terms of the magnetic susceptibility: the observed Curie constant of
0.375 corresponds to the one magnetic spin per one TBC3·Br·TCE2 unit (in the HTP)
and this means that the cation-radicals on the molecules are distinguished from each other.
Therefore, the charge has enough time to be stabilized in each electronic state also at the
charge-transfer process as the part of current flow. In the HTP, the increase of the current
causes the increase of the conductivity, accompanied with NDR, through the equalization
of the charge disproportionation. In the super-cooled state from the HTP to the LTP, the
increase of the current causes the acceleration of the phase-transition rate through the
increase of the frequency of the mutual conversion between the electronic states. Thus,
the mechanism of the above two characteristics in this system (TBC3·Br·TCE2) are
attributable to the same origin.
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Figure 3-48. Schematic diagram of the electronic state during the phase transition from the HTP
to the LTP.
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3-11. Summary
The effect of applying current on the phase transition from a single crystal to a
single crystal of TBC3·Br·TCE2 was investigated. This phase transition was further
investigated by crystal structure analysis, conductivity measurement, magnetic
measurement, and theoretical calculation. This investigation uncovered an unintuitive
phenomenon—namely, the phase transition from HTP to LTP was accelerated by the
applied current. In addition, by analyzing changes in the bond lengths of donor molecules
and performing theoretical calculations based on their structures, we succeeded in
clarifying changes in the charge distribution and consistently explaining changes in the
conductive properties and magnetism. From the temperature dependence of conductivity,
it was clarified that the activation energy is unequal on the a and b axes depending on the
molecular structure. Moreover, by measuring the frequency dependence of the AC
impedance and extracting components that depend on the dynamics of molecular motion,
the relationship with changes in the conformational patterns of solvent molecules and
alkyl chains before and after the phase transition was clarified.
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Chapter 4
Orthogonal path-type conductive switching of TBC3•Br•TCE2

4-1. Introduction
In the sophisticated electronic circuits currently in practical use, electronic devices for
controlling the current flow are considered standard and indispensable. For example,
rectifiers and transistors67,68 can regulate the direction of the current and the value of the
current, respectively. Both these devices are also essential for organic electronics and are
still being widely developed. In contrast, organic electronics are basically modeled on
silicon-based electronic devices, and their characteristic advantages are mainly limited to
lightness and printability. However, there are a wide variety of molecules that could
potentially be applied to circuits, and various categories of device functions should be
achievable by using the novel operation mechanisms derived from the special features of
different molecules. In this study, we developed a novel device function in a molecular
crystal based on a special feature of its constituent molecules. In the crystal, the
resistivities of two orthogonal crystal axes are related to each other, and the high
resistivity and low resistivity states can be mutually exchanged by repeatedly applying
current along the selected direction.
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Figure 4-1. (a) Molecular structure of TBC3. The crystal structure (b) and its pattern diagram
(c) of ion-radical salt TBC3•Br•TCE2 are also shown.
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In Chapter 3, the donor molecule TBC3 and its ion-radical salt, TBC3•Br•TCE2,
were investigated in detail and the following characteristics were found. In cyclophan
donor TBC3, two tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) units are arranged orthogonally to each other
by four trimethylenjithio chains, which gives a great degree of freedom in the molecular
structure (Fig. 4-1a). In the TBC3•Br•TCE2 crystal, molecules stack together by rotating
90 degrees to form a spiral structure to face TTF units in parallel between the neighboring
molecules along the c-axis, as shown in Fig. 4-1(b), (c). This ion-radical salt shows a
single-crystal to single-crystal structural phase transition in which one of the two TTF
skeletons is deformed from a planar structure at room temperature to a bent structure at
170 K or below, as a result of the large degree of freedom of the TBC3 molecule. In this
phase transition, the Tetragonal P41 space group in the high temperature phase (HTP)
turned out to be Monoclinic P21 in the low temperature phase (LTP). Their physical
properties also change upon the phase transition: in LTP, the resistance becomes 1/10 and
the magnetic susceptibility becomes ca. 1/2 compared with those in HTP.
In this chapter, the interconversion of the molecular structure and resistivity of
TBC3•Br•TCE2 along the non-equivalent orthogonal crystal axes by applying a large
current was demonstrated, focusing on the fact that the orthogonal equivalent axes in HTP
of this crystal become non-equivalent in LTP through phase transition. Since the a and b
axes are equivalent in HTP, distortion upon the phase transition for LTP can take place
along either axis by chance. For this reason, the LTP crystal has a mosaic pattern
consisting of domains for which the directions of the distorted axes are different. The
above situation is treated as a “merohedral twin” in X-ray crystal structure analysis, and
the two domains are determined to exist in a ca. 2:1 ratio in this crystal. Moreover, the
electric conductivity through the two directions in LTP is expected to have relatively large
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(1-order of magnitude) anisotropy. In other words, this LTP crystal has bistability on the
molecular distortion axis. We tried to control the anisotropy of the structural distortion on
the molecules caused by the phase transition and to convert the structure and conductivity
between the two orthogonal crystal axes.
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Figure 4-2.

Schematic diagram of Structural and physical-property modifications induced by current application.

4-2. Crystal preparation and fabrication of measurement devices
Ion-radical salt TBC3•Br•TCE2 was prepared by electro-crystallization of TBC3 in
the presence of tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBA•Br) in 1,1,2- trichloroethane (TCE,
incorporated in the crystal as the crystal solvent) solution in a H-shaped electrolysis cell.
The obtained crystal has bipyramidal shape: the equatorial plane is the a-b plain whereas
the axial direction corresponds to the c-axis. Then, a thin, square-shaped crystal piece was
cut out by slicing the obtained crystal parallel to the a-b plane. Gold wires were attached
at the four edges of the square-shape crystal along the measurement axes (a and b axes)
using gold paste.

Measurement instruments
DC conductivity measurements including current sweep (V-I) measurements and
mutual switching measurements were carried out using an R6245 2-channel source meter
(Advantest Inc.). A Keithley 7001 switch system with a 7011-s multiplexer card was used
to connect electrodes to the ground in the mutual switching measurements. AC-DC
simultaneous measurements were carried out using an R6245 2-channel source meter and
NF5640 2-phase digital lock-in amplifier (NF Electronics Inc.). The sample was placed
in a cryostat (Quantum Design PPMS), with a standard sample pack for conductivity
measurements.
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4-3. Mutual conversion of conductivity along the orthogonal axes of
TBC3•Br•TCE2
The temperature dependence of the resistance along the a-axis is shown in Fig. 4-3.
As the temperature decreased gradually, the resistance of the crystal increased and then
sharply decreased around 160 K, as it transitioned from HTP to LTP. Then, as the
temperature increased, a sudden phase transition took place from LTP to the HTP around
175 K. A clear hysteresis was observed between the cooling and heating processes, and
the resistance in LTP was about one tenth of that in HTP, as reported previously.37,38 In
this phase transition, the activation energy in HTP of 0.24 eV for both the a and b axes is
dependent on the equivalent of the crystal axes (in the Tetragonal P41 space group), which
turned out to be non-equivalent for the corresponding crystal axes (0.18 and 0.21 eV) in
LTP (Ref: along the c-axis, 0.26 eV in HTP and 0.20eV in LTP). This result suggests that
the structural anisotropy in LTP also affects the conductivities of the crystal along the
orthogonal axes, which were equivalent in HTP.
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Figure 4-3. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of the TBC3•Br•TCE2 crystal. The

red line is the a-axis, and the blue line is the b-axis. The sweep rate is 0.1 K/min.

Figure 4-4 shows the cyclic V-I characteristics of TBC3•Br•TCE2 along the a (and
b) axis at 160 K (LTP). In this crystal, a negative differential resistance (NDR) was
observed in which the voltage had a negative slope with respect to the current. In
addition, by repeating the V-I cycle, a clear hysteresis loop and a gradual decrease of
maximum voltage were observed. On the other hand, the value for the decrease of the
maximum voltage gradually decreased as the V-I cycled and the maximum voltage
approached a certain value (Fig. 4-4c). These results suggest that the resistance was
reduced by the application of current during the current sweeping process but it was
maintained to some degree even after the current application. This phenomenon could
be explained in terms of the mosaic structure of the LTP crystal: The domain of higher
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resistivity for the current applied direction, which is perpendicular to the lower
resistivity axis, could be aligned to the lower resistivity direction by current application
even in LTP (Fig. 4-4d).

Figure 4-4. (a) Voltage-current (V-I) characteristics of TBC3•Br•TCE2 at 160 K (LTP). (b)
Expanded view of the V-I characteristics around the voltage peak. (c) The change of the peak
voltage by the V-I cycle. (d) Pattern diagram modeling a plausible mechanism of the hysteretic
V-I characteristics of TBC3•Br•TCE2. The anisotropic structure of the LTP molecule is
represented as a rectangle, with the long direction corresponding to the low resistance axis and
the short direction corresponding to the high resistance axis.
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Since the axis of molecular distortion in LTP could be aligned by applying current in
one axis of the originally equivalent axes in HTP, the same phenomenon could be
expected for the other axis. Therefore, the mutual resistivity switching along the
orthogonal directions (in the a and b axes) was investigated as follows. As shown in
Figure 4-5, a large current was applied by performing V-I measurement in one direction
(a or b axis) on the crystal at 160 K (LTP). After removing the residual charge by
connecting and disconnecting all terminals to the ground, the resistances of the a and b
axes were alternately measured at a low constant voltage (100 mV). This operation was
repeated by changing the directions for the large-current application. Figure 4-6 shows
the results of resistance change caused by the current application. After applying a large
current to the b-axis, the resistance along the b-axis decreased while the resistance along
the a-axis increased. Next, after applying a large current to the a-axis, the resistance along
the a-axis decreased while the resistance along the b-axis increased. In this way, mutual
conversion of resistance was repeated in the same manner, with the resistance of the
current-applied axis decreasing and that of the other axis increasing. A mutual conversion
of the conductivity was realized with a resistance change of up to 14%.
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Figure 4-5. Schematic diagram of the measurement.

Figure. 4-6. Mutual changes in the resistance of TBC3·Br·(TCE)2. The red line is the
a-axis, and the blue line is the b-axis.
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4-4. Simultaneous measurement of conductivity in the orthogonal axis
direction of TBC3•Br•TCE2

In the above mutual resistivity exchange experiment, the resistivity change could only
be detected after the large-current application, especially for the non-current applied axis.
To determine the resistivity change during the large-current application in both axes, AC
conductivity was measured along one axis while direct current was applied along the other
orthogonal axis. AC voltage was applied through two coupling capacitors to cut the DC
current (Fig. 4-7). The resistance changes on both axes were plotted against the applied
current as shown in Fig. 4-8.

AC Voltage
10μF

100mV 77.7Hz

10μF

Direct current

Figure. 4-7. Schematic diagram of the measurement circuit.
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Figure 4-8. (a) Voltage(a-axis) - applied current(a-axis) plot, (b) differential resistance(a-axis) applied current(a-axis) plot, (c) resistance(b-axis) - applied current(a-axis) plot.

Figure 4-8 shows the results for the LTP crystal at 165 K. The DC current was swept
up to 5 μA along the a-axis, and the constant AC voltage of 100 mV was simultaneously
applied along the b-axis. As a result, the resistance changes along the b-axis had a
complex structure in response to the application of the current along the a-axis, whereas
a monotonous decrease of the resistance was observed along the a-axis. As the current
along the a-axis was increased, the resistance along the b-axis increased rapidly in the
low current region up to 0.5 μA, decreased to 2 μA, increased again to ca. 4 μA, and
finally decreased to a higher current region. On the other hand, the resistance increased
monotonously in the current-decreasing process, except in the low current region, and the
highest resistance was higher than that in the current-increasing process.The rapid change
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of the resistivity along the b-axis in the low-current region would be due to the
suppression of dielectric response by the DC electric field resulting from the applied
direct current. Obvious hysteretic behavior was observed in the current-increasing and decreasing processes. Similar behavior was observed in the other temperatures below 165
K, which belonged to the LTP. On the other hand, the hysteresis became very small above
180 K, which belonged to the HTP. These results could be explained in terms of the local
phase transition from LTP to HTP.

Figure 4-9. Resistance(b-axis) - applied current(a-axis) plot at 180-200 K in the HTP (a) and at
155-165 K in the LTP (b).
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4-5. Mechanism of conductivity switching in TBC3•Br•TCE2
In LTP of the TBC3•Br•TCE2 crystal, domains having different molecular distortion
axes along either the a- or the b-axis were formed. When a current was applied along the
a-axis, the domain in which the molecule distorted along the a-axis had a higher resistance.
Therefore, this domain would take a larger voltage through the current application, and
the local temperature would be increased by the Joule heat, and the domain would thereby
transition to HTP. If the molecular distortion axis of the domain becomes the b-axis as the
domain returns to LTP after removing the current, the domain will no longer absorb large
Joule heat in the next current-increasing cycle, because it is in the low-resistance direction.
By repeating the above cycle, the entire route will gradually change to a low-resistance
direction.
Furthermore, in the LTP of TBC3•Br•TCE2 crystal, two types of domains with
different crystal axis orientations are always adjacent within the ac plane (ab’ plane,
corresponds to the HTP). When two types of domains share a two-dimensional plane, the
same type of domain is always separated by the other type of domain, and at the point
where the domain boundaries intersect, the two types of domains form a bottleneck
structure with each other, as shown in Figure 4-10. When considering the current path in
each crystal axis direction in such a region, the resistance of this bottleneck portion is the
largest in the entire path. Therefore, the resistance of the path is mainly determined at this
portion, and the mutual switching of resistance also takes place effectively and efficiently.
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Figure 4-10. Formation of bottle-neck structure in the LTP of the TBC3•Br•TCE2 crystal.

On the other hand, the above phenomenon would not be due merely to a simple heat
effect, because the corresponding hysteretic behavior was not observed in the resistivity
along the a-axis (current-applied axis). Rather, it would be explained in terms of the
contribution of a direct electronic effect of the applied current as discussed in Chapter 3.
In the high-resistance bottleneck region between the low-resistance domains, donor
moieties along the current path were almost neutral and had a bend structure, as shown in
Figure 4-11. By applying current, the passing charges would change the donor structures
to planar, and cause the donor structures of the perpendicular direction to bend through
the structural constraint by the four trimethylene chains connecting two TTF units. These
interesting properties arise from the characteristic molecular structure.
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This mechanism is also supported in terms of the theoretical calculation that the
conductivity along the orthogonal axes in LTP crystal has large anisotropy as described
in Chapter 3. This mechanism could also be applicable for a crystal system showing phase
transition with symmetry break down.

Figure 4-11. Mechanism of the mutual changes of the resistance.
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Resistivity switching by constant current
To provide further evidence supporting the mechanism of mutual resistivity switching
discussed in the main text, the applied current dependence of the phase transition was
investigated on an LTP crystal at 160 K. When a low constant DC current (1 uA) was
applied, the resistance remained largely unchanged for a long period of time, and the
phase transition was not induced. When 13 uA was applied, the resistance became smaller.
This could be attributed to the molecular distortion axes of the high-resistance domains
changing to have lower resistance. On the other hand, when 20 uA was applied, the
resistance increased monotonously. In this case, the whole crystal changed to the hightemperature phase without returning to the LTP by the too-high current value. These
results suggest that there are optimum current values for the resistivity switching.
However, precise control is required in order to find and set the optimum current values
for resistivity switching. The values will vary depending on the individual crystal, and
will be related to the balance of sufficient energy to increase the temperature of
microscopic domain at the bottleneck site and the heat flow to remove extra heat to keep
the temperature of the whole crystal below the transition temperature. The current sweep
method (V-I measurement method), used in the main text, is good at supplying sufficient
energy and appropriate cooling for mutual conversion.
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Figure 4-12. Resistivity change by constant current in the LTP (160 K).
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4-6. Summary
In summary, the mutual switching of conductivity along orthogonal axes of a
semiconducting organic crystal by repeated applications of loading current was
investigated and demonstrated. The conductivity switching was attributable to the change
of anisotropy of the crystal domains in a merohedral twin crystal as a low-symmetry lowtemperature phase of a high-symmetry crystal. The AC-DC simultaneous resistance
measurements along the orthogonal axes suggested that the loading current caused the
microscopic phase transition to HTP having higher symmetry through the local heating
by Joule heat, and then the domain structure settled to the lower resistance direction of
the LTP structure.
The enhancement of the conductivity by the repeated stimulus and the resetting of the
state by the stimulus from different directions resembles the function of a neural network,
which is also interesting in terms of potential “deep-learning” applications. Whereas this
experiment was carried out on a monolithic single crystal, the structural transformation
takes place in each molecule, and the mutual switching of conductivity could be
attributable to the small crystal domain. In this respect, this system could be regarded as
a model of an “integrated molecular circuit.”
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Figure 4-13. Schematic diagram of switching of an integrated circuit based on the domain
structure in the LTP of the TBC3•Br•TCE2 crystal.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

Structural phase transition of organic conductor crystals controlled by applied current
were investigated during the course of this thesis. Negative differential resistance and
current-induced phase transition were found and added as a new feature of TTF-TCNQ,
the most famous and well investigated organic conductor. NDR was observed in the
whole measured temperature range below 53 K, which corresponds to the Peierls
transition temperature, whereas the structures in E–J curves including NDR depend on
the three phases below 53, 49, and 38 K. Since the Peierls phase transition depends mainly
on the strong correlations among electrons in the quasi-one-dimensional electronic
structure, the electronic state would be quite sensitive for the charge carrier density
regardless of the origin of the carrier, whether it is thermally excited or externally induced
by the current application. The phase transition controlled by applied current, which was
clarified in this study, is attracting attention as a method applicable to all organic
substances having similar low-dimensional electronic structures.
The effect of applying current on the phase transition from single crystal to single
crystal of TBC3·Br·TCE2 was investigated. This phase transition is further investigated
by crystal structure analysis, conductivity measurement, magnetic measurement, and
theoretical calculation. Through the investigation, an unintuitive phenomenon, that the
phase transition from the high-temperature phase to the low-temperature phase was
accelerated by the applied current. In addition, by analyzing changes in bond lengths of
donor molecules and performing theoretical calculations based on their structures, we
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have succeeded in clarifying changes in charge distribution and consistently explaining
changes in conductive properties and magnetism. Furthermore, by measuring the
frequency dependence of AC impedance and extracting components that depend on the
dynamics of molecular motion, we clarified the relationship with changes in the
conformational patterns of solvent molecules and alkyl chains before and after the phase
transition.
We also investigated and demonstrated the mutual switching of conductivity along
the orthogonal axes of TBC3·Br·TCE2 by repeatedly loading a current. We have
developed a new device function with a new operating mechanism that is different from
the conventional one, which increases the resistivity in one direction by applying current
to the other direction mutually in one of the two intersecting current paths. The
conductivity switching is attributable to the change in anisotropy of crystal domains in
the merohedral twin as the low-symmetry low-temperature phase of the highly symmetric
crystal. The AC-DC simultaneous resistance measurements along the orthogonal axes
suggested that the loading current causes the microscopic phase transition to HTP having
higher symmetry through the local heating by Joule heat and then the domain structure is
settled to the lower resistance direction of LTP structure. This system can be thought of
as a model of a molecule-based integrated circuit, as donor molecules in the crystal
individually respond to external stimuli and express their function through intermolecular
interactions.
The phase transition of a material is a fundamental physicochemical phenomenon, but
research focusing on changes in the physical properties of organic crystals that can
synthesize various analogs has attracted more attention in recent years, and the phase
transition of crystals due to current has been attracting more attention. The system used
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in this study resembles the functionality of neural networks69 of interest from the
perspective of "deep learning" applications, as it improves conductivity with repeated
stimuli and resets states with stimuli from different directions. It is thought that the neural
network function can be investigated in detail by performing multi-terminal measurement
as shown in Figure 5-1. Also due to differences in crystal size, it will also have interested
in the difference between the time scale of the reaction by the current application. Actually,
as shown in Fig. 5-2, micrometer-level precision measurement under SEM chamber is
under investigation. If this system also functions on a nanoscale, it can be expected to
work as an unprecedented inter-element wiring as an element that can switch orthogonal
conductive paths. On the other hand, various analogues of this salt were prepared with
different counter ions and inclusion solvents, which are the constituent units of this crystal,
and investigated their effects on the phase transition behavior. It has a great influence on
changes in phase transition temperature and physical properties in the preliminary
investigations as shown in Figure5-3, and detailed investigation in the future will deepen
the understanding of the mechanism of phase transition, and it is expected that the guiding
principles to construct similar soft crystals will be established.

Figure5-1. Proposal for the multi-terminal measurement for crystals with randomly distributed
domain structures.
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Figure5-2. 4 probe conductivity measurement under SEM observation.
Acknowledgement for Hasegawa Laboratory, University of Tokyo.

Figure5-3. Temperature dependence of resistivity in TBC3·Br·TCE2, TBC3·BF4·TCE2,
TBC3·Cl·TCE2 and TBC3·Br·1,1,2,2-TCE2.
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